Clinical use of radioisotopes requires careful consideration of their human toxicity, both from the standpoint of the patient and from that of the individuals who must handle the isotopes before administration and the excreta afterwards. One must take into account not only the possibility of acute overdosage but also the potentially serious end-results of the fixation in the body of isotopes, particularly those of long half-life, which may lead to chronic radioelement poisoning.

Such information as we have regarding radioisotope toxicity is largely indirect. Knowledge of the physical characteristics of the radiation emitted by an isotope, combined with information regarding its metabolic fate, enables us to make approximate calculations of tissue dosage. The pathologic effects of a given tissue dosage have been ascertained only in a few instances, using experimental animals; in other instances pathologic consequences of isotope administration are described but the exact tissue dosage has not been established. Translation of these results to man has been attainable only in the case of radium, where it is known that malignant tumors have occurred in individuals harboring less than one-hundredth the tissue concentration necessary to produce comparable results in experimental animals. Yet the catastrophic consequences of radium absorption in a relatively small number of exposed human subjects have resulted in a wholly justifiable conservatism in our attitude towards human exposure to radioelement.

Units and Dosage Calculations

In the case of external X or gamma radiation, the roentgen (r) is a well-established unit having an exact physical meaning based on the measurement of ion concentration in air. It has the dimensions of energy per unit of mass, and is approximately 83 ergs per gram of air. From this has been derived the rep (roentgen equivalent physical) or e.r. (equivalent roentgen), describing the amount of alpha or beta radiation causing equivalent energy release. Energy release in soft tissue is approximately (but not exactly) the same as in air on a mass basis.

In the case of alpha radiation, it is known that the biological effectiveness differs from that predictable from the roentgen equivalence. This is due to the increased local density of ionization along the alpha ray track. The consequences of this vary (1) but in the case of toxicity to the higher animals the alpha rays are five to ten times as effective as beta rays yielding equivalent energy. Parker (2) has introduced the unit “rem” to signify equivalence to the roentgen unit in terms of mammalian toxicity.

Computation of tissue dosage is most readily made in the case of a mass of tissue infinitely large with respect to the radiation, and with the isotope distributed homogeneously therein. The dosage is then given by the familiar formula.

$$\text{rep/day} = 60 \times E_m \times C$$

where $C =$ concentration of isotope in $\mu g$ or mc/kg, and $E_m =$ the mean energy of the radiation in million electron volts. The mean energy of beta rays from the common isotopes is not always precisely known, but one-third of the maximum energy serves as a fair approximation.

Where the surface of such a mass of tissue approximates a plane, the dosage at the surface will obviously be one-half of that calculated above; this situation applies to the beta radiation at the surface of a thyroid containing radioiodine. Beta dosage from other sources which may be defined in simple geometry can be calculated only in so far as the beta ray spectrum is clearly defined; the author has attempted to do this in relation to mitotic changes around a point source in tissue (4). Further discussion of tissue dosage will be found in the paper in this issue by Marinelli (5).

Nature of Isotope Toxicity

The toxicity of an isotope given in high dosage may manifest itself as an acute reaction resembling acute radiation sickness. This will occur in its purest form where the tissue radiation is homogeneous throughout the body and approaches the lethal dosage (which, for man, is in the vicinity of 500 r in the case of a single exposure to X-rays). This syndrome (6, 7) is a complicated one depending in part on the destruction of the more radiosensitive cells (particularly of the blood-forming.

---

1 It is possible that the weak beta emitter, tritium (H$^3$) will fall in the same category as the alpha ray emitters, due to density of ionization in the very short path of the beta ray.
organs) and on the release of heparinoid substances into the blood (8). Administration of the
short-lived Na24, which equilibrates with the body sodium, may be expected to elicit the syndrome of
total-body radiation. It is of interest that the con-
sequences of injecting a pure bone-seeking iso-
tope (as Sr89) in high dosage are quite similar
(6), suggesting that bone marrow radiation may
be a large component in the acute radiation syn-
drome. The relative resistance of the mouse to
acute radiation anemia following Sr89 administra-
tion may be attributable to the tendency of this
species to develop ectopic myelopoiesis in the
spleen (9). P32, because of its tissue distribution,
may be expected to approximate the pattern of
the acute radiation syndrome.
Subacute radiation reactions occur where ex-
ternal X or gamma radiation is given intermit-
tently or continuously over a long period, or
where an isotope of sufficient half-life is retained
in high dosage. In its pure form, aplastic anemia
is the predominant feature (6). Other effects may
occur where the tissue distribution creates a spe-
cial case. The most carefully studied instance is
that of the radionuclides which occur in high con-
centration in the liver. Here, after several weeks,
necrosis, cell damage, hyperplasia and fibrosis oc-
cur and lead to hepatic insufficiency. Where mice
or rats have been injected with radiocerium, the
thin edge of the liver, in which radiation dosage is
relatively small, may undergo hypertrophy while
the bulk of the liver shows necrotic changes.
It is the nature of late or chronic radiation
changes which sets the limits of permissible ex-
posure. The chronic insult of a long-lived retained
radioelement may result in the gradual develop-
ment of morbid changes punctuated, after a long
latent period, by carcinogenesis. Thus, human
radium poisoning may result in bone sarcoma
where the retained dose is in the order of one
microgram, and sarcoma of the liver has occurred
several years after administration of colloidal thor-
ium dioxide (10). Experimental investigation,
which has been done on short-lived animals, has
yielded comparable results but only with much
higher tissue dosage due largely, no doubt, to the
shorter period of observation.
It must be remembered that dosage does not
have to be given over a long period of time in or-
der to result in malignant changes. This is shown,
in the case of man, by the series of bone sarcomas
following X-ray dosage of 1500 r and above (11).
It appears clearly that external beta radiation of
rats is effective in producing skin and subcutaneous
malignant tumors in single, as well as daily, dos-
age (12). Single doses of 3,000 rep were ef-
fective after a considerable latent period (eight to
12 months). Analogous results have been seen
following the feeding, either in single or daily
dosages, of radiotyttrium (13). While tissue dos-
age calculations are virtually impossible, it is clear
that both single and repeated treatments yield
carcinomas of the colon. It seems fair to state
that in no instance do we have clear information
relating the dosage required for carcinogenesis as
a function of time-distribution of treatment; in
other words, the recovery factor is unknown (14).

"Tolerance" or Permissible Dose

No doubt the most difficult datum to obtain
experimentally is the one most in demand by users
of radioisotopes, namely, the amount of radiation
exposure which may safely be withstood. We do
not, in fact, know whether a threshold exists for
such measurable evidences of morbidity as shorten-
ing of life or cancer, while in the case of genetic
changes it seems likely that no threshold dosage
exists below which there is no probability of radia-
tion-induced mutation. In the matter of human
permissible exposure, we rely upon two basic
"tolerance" values: the permissible retained
amount of radium has been set at 0.1 μc, since this
is one-tenth of the amount known to have morbid
consequences, and the permissible daily X-ray
dosage has been taken as 0.1 r daily, for similar
reasons. The National Committee on Radiation
Protection has recently recommended reducing the
latter figure to 0.3 r per week. This action takes
into account recent experimental evidence which
shows that detectable consequences may follow
daily administration of dosages below 1 r daily, and
also implies that a dosage of 0.3 r will probably
differ little in its freedom from consequences
whether administered at once or over an extended
period. Indeed, the clinical results of a single
dosage of 15 r, measured as the lymphocyte re-
sponse, are on the threshold of clinical detecta-

Permissible levels for radioisotope exposure
must, in general, be derived from the two figures
cited above, in combination with experimental work which may relate toxicities of bone-seeking isotopes to radium (as in the data on Sr\(^{89}\) to be discussed later) and with calculations of tissue dosage based on what metabolic information is available. Such calculations are described by Morgan (15) and by Marinelli et al. (16). Levels so derived must, of course, be accepted with certain reservations: where they depend upon average figures for absorption, the great variation existing even between "normal" human beings must be taken into consideration, and where they depend upon mean concentration in a critical organ, we must be certain whether the radiation is actually homogeneous throughout the organ. Moreover, we must always be prepared for unexpected experimental results. Thus, plutonium \(^{239}\) was found to be about 50 times as effective as radium, on the basis of physical comparison, in producing acute radiation disease (17), no doubt due to its very heterogeneous tissue distribution, while Sr\(^{88}\) has likewise been relatively more potent than expected in bone tumor production.

**Justification for Dosage Exceeding the Permissible**

As noted above, the permissible dosage of external radiation is expressed as a daily or weekly amount, applied to the whole body. It can probably safely be assumed that most topographic or histologic parts of the body can receive larger dosages, as in the case of exposure of the hands. Consideration of the methods used in deriving permissible dosages will show the rather general impossibility of deriving data applicable to various parts of the body.

It also seems that a single dose in excess of the daily permissible level can be defended under some circumstances; for example, much routine radiography results in dosages exceeding daily or weekly "tolerance."

With firmly deposited isotopes of long half-life, the daily dose is necessarily continued after deposition. The tendency in this case has been to calculate the amount, giving the maximum permissible level to the critical organ at the height of its concentration there.

The foregoing discussion applies to permissible levels of radiation exposure for normal individuals who receive their exposure industrially or professionall. Various ranges of exposure may be justifiable, depending upon the nature of the population or upon the reason for administration. They are indicated below, in ascending order of exposure level.

a. The large population: Because of the statistical nature of the genetic sequelae of the lowest dosage levels, it is probably correct to consider that a large population should not be permitted to become exposed to a level of radiation comparable with that which can be justified in special cases. It is likewise possible that tumor development may be slightly enhanced by dosages under "tolerance," but no evidence on this point is available. In the matter of recessive mutations, the size of the exposed population will, of course, determine the probability that, with random mating, the same recessive will occur in both gametes in a later generation. It is, however, probably unnecessary to prescribe levels less than one-hundredth of "permissible," since this level approaches that of the cosmic radiation and the radioactivity normally present in the body.

b. The small, professionally exposed population: It is for such populations that the permissible levels have been applied. Although a possibility of minimal effect, perhaps not detectable, is not ruled out by our present knowledge of the radiobiologic effects of small dosages, it will be recalled that various other industrial and other hazards exist which, again, are merely reduced to the imperceptible level. No low-level hazard has been as carefully studied as that of external ionizing radiation.

c. Clinical investigation and diagnostic procedures: Where such a reason exists for isotope administration, we may fall back on the precedent of diagnostic radiography. Thus, a total dosage of beta and gamma emitters between 1 and 10 rep to the critical tissue may be justified, if not repeated, in the case of certain isotopes of short half-life whose metabolic fate is well understood, e.g., Na\(^{24}\), K\(^{42}\), I\(^{131}\), and possibly P\(^{32}\). For the present, the bone-seeking isotopes in general, as well as those whose metabolic fate is in doubt (C\(^{14}\) in particular), should not be used in this category. Isotopes in a borderline class include Fe\(^{56}\), Fe\(^{59}\), Ca\(^{48}\), and the long-lived isotopes Na\(^{22}\) and Cl\(^{36}\); with these, somewhat more caution is indicated than with the shortest-lived radioelements. As examples of actual practice, Na\(^{22}\) has been used in
normal subjects (18) in such a way as to yield somewhat less than 1 rep total integrated dosage (90 μc in man); Fe56 and Fe59 have been used in normal blood donors (19) in such dosage as to yield a maximum of 0.1 rep per week in blood. P32 has been given to human subjects to establish its turnover in tumors, including operable tumors. In one recent study, 1 μc per pound body weight was used and it was estimated that the total-body irradiation would not exceed 1.5 r (20) (integrated over time and over the body volume). The attitude toward I131, on the other hand, has been somewhat more liberal, presumably because this isotope is virtually confined to the thyroid. Thus, for diagnostic purposes, 20 rep per day to a total dose of 230 rep has been given as calculated thyroid dosage (21).

It is clear that improvements in technique of measurement of isotopic radiation will greatly benefit work in this area, since many studies will be brought within the limits of reasonably safe operation. As it is now possible actually to estimate naturally occurring C14 within 5–10 per cent (22), this is an important direction in which clinical isotope work can find new opportunities.

d. Treatment of disease where other therapy is available: In this range, dosage must necessarily far exceed that required to produce visible changes in the organism, since changes are being sought. The principle of calculated risk is therefore paramount, as indeed it is in all clinical therapy and especially in surgery. There are, however, certain pervading differences. In the first place, the risks in surgical and pharmacologic therapy are mainly immediate, easily observed and soon calculable; whereas in isotope therapy the most important risks may be disclosed by the passage of a considerable amount of time, as shown by the results of radium absorption and by the late consequences of the use of colloidal thorium dioxide (even where used for diagnostic purposes) (10). Secondly, there are certain unknown factors which make calculation of risk, to an order of magnitude, impossible. We do not know the relation between latent period before carcinogenesis and the lifespan of a species, or the relations between the probability of tumor development and the volume or type of tissue irradiated or the time distribution of radiation. On a more basic level, we understand next to nothing about the mechanism of radiation carcinogenesis or the meaning of the shortening of life after total-body irradiation.

In two instances, there is a fairly large backlog of experience in therapy of disease with radioisotopes. These are the treatment of benign thyroid disease (especially exophthalmic goiter) with radiiodine and of leukemia and polycythemia vera with P32. Therapy of polycythemia vera has yielded results similar to those of X-ray given to the whole body, and is logical inasmuch as bone marrow receives a larger dosage than the integrated total-body dose. One mc administered to a 60 kg man yields an integrated total body dosage of about 15 rep, neglecting loss by excretion, at a rate less than 1 rep per day; the bone marrow, spleen, and lymph nodes may receive two or three times as much. Thus, dosages of 1–5 mc correspond to total-body X-ray treatment ranging between 15 and 75 r, or somewhat more to bone marrow. The time distribution of the radiation probably makes it somewhat less toxic (and less effective) than X-ray given according to usual patterns of treatment.

Although dosages of this sort are in accord with regular practice in radiation therapy, it is possible that deleterious results may occur. This has been suggested by Hall and Watkins (23) in whose series of P32-treated cases a number of acute leukemias arose. Because of the frequency of chronic leukemias and leukemoid states arising in the course of the disease, it is difficult to evaluate these results until further information is available. Our own observations (24) show that P32 is leukemogenic to mice, but that the effect is not strikingly different from that of total-body X-ray in equivalent dosage.

In treatment of thyrotoxicosis, I131 has been used in relatively high thyroid dosage by a number of clinical groups. This question has been discussed recently by Nickson (25). Dosage of 200 or more microcuries per gram of thyroid are frequently used, with a resultant total radiation dose in excess of 10,000 rep. The actual dose has been estimated to be as much as 26,000 rep with 200 μc/g (26), but is difficult to estimate, since it depends on the rate of loss of iodine from the treated gland. If the dose to the tissues immediately surrounding the thyroid is one-half to one-fourth of this, it appears that the adjacent connective tissue receives thousands of rep. This is
in the range of dosage by X-ray which has resulted in bone tumors in man (11), and it will be recalled that 3,000 rep of external beta radiation to rats from P32 has resulted not only in epitheliomas, but in subcutaneous sarcomas as well (12). It is, therefore, within the bounds of possibility that carcinogenic effects may occur from dosages as used in the treatment of thyrotoxicosis, although it is encouraging to note that no reports of such sequelae have appeared after several years' clinical experience.

An intermediate group of diseases exists, namely the leukemias and allied disorders, in which certain isotopes (Na24 [27], P32, As85 [28]) are used in place of total-body radiation for similar palliative purposes. In all of these instances the net effect of the radiation is either equivalent to that of total-body X-ray, or it is distributed in favor of bone marrow and blood-forming organs. Since the peripheral blood picture gives indication both of toxicity and of therapeutic effectiveness, it is useful in monitoring treatment. It should be recalled that the same general remark applies to the use of radiomimetic chemicals, e.g., the alkylamines.

e. Treatment of hopeless malignant disease: Here it would seem justifiable to use whatever means offer some chance of palliation or cure, or of gaining information to that end where this can be done without detriment to the patient. In the case of metastasized malignant disease of the thyroid, it would seem proper to treat every patient with I131 in order to determine the response. Although certain histologic types have been found not to concentrate iodine (29), it has been shown that the capacity to store this element may be enhanced by thyroidectomy or administration of thyrotrophic hormone. Dosages have been large; in one case (29) where the dose to the normal thyroid is stated, the gland should have received 36,000 rep on the first day (assuming immediate uptake) to an ideal total (barring subsequent loss) of 430,000 rep. Treatment in this order of magnitude has been possible only in the treatment of thyroid disease. Dosage to metastases in this case was 3/4 of that to thyroid (viz., about 6,000 rep).

In breaking new ground, the long-lived isotopes will be tested. The possibilities of C14 and H3 in organic compounds are manifold, and essentially no exploration has been done at the present time. The use of Sr89 has also been suggested. Because of the known chronic toxicity of the latter and the potential hazard in the use of other long-lived isotopes, it will be essential that cases be selected on the basis of inoperability. It may be suggested that all patients be chosen (1) as a result of biopsy from a metastatic lesion, or a primary lesion deemed inoperable or (2) after consultation with a specialist in this particular field. There are few physicians who have not, on some occasion, misjudged the prognosis of a clinical situation resembling inoperable cancer. It has also been advocated that such treatment be given only after exhaustive experimental study. This is desirable in cases where the toxicity of the isotope or the isotopic compound is unknown, but it should be recalled that the variety of human cancer is greater than that easily available in laboratory animals, so that the appropriateness of the treatment for a given tumor type may need to be evaluated by tracer studies in patients, or (for C14) by use of the stable C18.

As mentioned before, the short-lived isotopes, and especially those yielding hematologic changes as readily as total-body X-ray, may be used with the same precautions as are used with external radiation or chemotherapeutic agents, as far as the patient is concerned. It will be seen that the short-lived isotopes may be intense radiation sources and require special care during preparation and administration.

Toxicity of Bone-seeking Elements

In order to gain some quantitative expression of the carcinogenic action of radioactive substances which might have general meaning, large series of animal experiments were set up in this laboratory using Sr85 in rats and mice. It was hoped thereby to observe the pattern of bone tumor induction (as pilot experiments had shown [30]) by a very potent carcinogen the effectiveness of which was due to beta irradiation of bone. A preliminary discussion of these experiments was included in our earlier report (14). The data are still incomplete pending histologic verification of the gross pathologic findings. One of the strains of mice used has shown an unexpectedly high incidence of bone lesions of various sorts, including benign tumors.
Experimental: The mice used in these experiments were females of the Carworth CF-1 strain and male and female ABC hybrid mice obtained from the Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial Laboratory. These mice were chosen because of their ready availability in large numbers at the time the experiments were begun (1945-6) and because they had no specialized tumor characteristics which might obscure the study of the general tumor hazard, except for a high incidence of spontaneous lymphoma and lymphatic leukemia. A few high-lymphoma C58 strain mice obtained through the kindness of Dr. E. C. MacDowell were also used.

The animals were housed in an air-conditioned animal farm to permit regulation of temperature (circa 23° C.). Triethylene glycol vapor was used to minimize the possibility of air-borne cross-infection. The mice were received in lots of over 600, equally divided among the three permutations of strain and sex. One-fifth of the total experiment, including aliquots of the dose levels used, was set up upon receipt of each shipment, and injected at 42 ± seven days of age. Each component group of animals remained caged together throughout the experiment. It was found that certain cages of animals suffered from infectious disease, but cross-infections to nearby cages were rare. The commonest infectious diseases were pneumonia (with intracellular pneumo-pneumonia-like organisms) and intestinal or generalized infections due to Salmonella and Pseudomonas.

Since the acute lethal dose (30-day LD₉₀) for Sr⁹⁰ in mice was found to be 8 μc/g body weight, the highest single dosage used was 5 μc/g, and lower dosages were employed, differing by factors of approximately 2, down to 0.05 μc/g. A parallel series was given monthly dosage with one-fifth of the above amounts in such a way as to bring the dosage to the same level each month. Increasing numbers of mice were used in the lower dose levels in order to maintain statistical significance, if possible, where tumor incidence would be less; the design of the experiment is shown in Table I.

All mice were observed daily; those showing evidence of serious disease were followed with particular care and sacrificed when in extremis. By adequate clinical observation it became possible to salvage over 95 per cent of the fatally ill animals before death. Complete autopsy (except for the central nervous system) was performed, sections were taken where considered necessary, and the carcasses preserved in 4 per cent formaldehyde. Roentgenograms were made in all cases at or after death.

RESULTS

Survival was definitely shortened at the higher dosage levels, as might be expected. This is illustrated graphically in Figure 1, in which a separate family of curves is shown for survival of the groups injected singly and monthly. Because of the obvious similarity among the types of mice used with reference to longevity and bone tumor genesis, they have all been pooled in assembling the data in preliminary form. The last survivor in the ABC female control group died 895 days after the beginning of the experiment (about 937 days of age) and the last CF-1 female died after 876 days (about 918 days of age). The ABC male group in the experiment was shorter-lived, falling (for the last 5 per cent of survivors) about 100 days behind the females of the same strain.

Even at the highest dosages, no “acute” radiation deaths occurred during the first month. The earlier mortality among these mice is not ascribable to any single cause. In addition to bone tumors, aplastic anemia and myeloid metaplasia (the latter probably a compensatory response) (9) were commonly observed at autopsy, and graying of hair, which is a frequent subacute sequela of total-body radiation, was noticeable. Of the mice receiving 5 μc/g and surviving 200 days, 35 per cent died before 250 days without bone tumors and an additional 14 per cent, with bone tumors; of the controls, 5 per cent of the 200-day survivors died in the same period.

Incidences of tumors, other than those arising in or near bone, have failed to undergo changes attributable to the treatment. A small apparent increase in lymphomas in the heavily-treated CF-1 and ABC mice has been shown to lack statistical significance.

Tumors in or near bone were of several types; osteogenic sarcomas predominated, but other malignant tumors of mesenchymal and endothelial origin have been observed, and for statistical purposes have been included with those of osteoid origin. Multiple primary tumors occurred with an entirely random frequency, their incidences conforming well to the Poisson distribution. Thus, multiple tumors are more frequently seen as the
dosage increases. It may be postulated from this that one tumor, already present, does not suppress or stimulate the genesis of others.

A very striking feature of treatment with the higher dosages is the sharpness of the latent period, at the end of which tumors appear rapidly. It seems clear that the latent period cannot be explained (where a single dose is given) by the time required for a tumor to develop from a single cell if the cellular growth rate is constant, unless the tumor is formed some time after the greater part of the radiation has been delivered. As stated earlier, the prolonged latent period is characteristic of radiation carcinogenesis.

In attempting to understand quantitatively the process of carcinogenesis, the data have been plotted in a variety of ways. The simplest function was seen where the tumor morbidity rate was plotted directly against time, in mice given continuing dosage. These data are shown in Figure 2. The ordinates represent the probability that a mouse in a given dosage group will develop a tumor (or possess a tumor at a certain early stage of development) on a given day, and this figure is obtained by calculating, for 40-day overlapping time intervals, the proportion of mice which will die with bone tumors within 40 days. This figure, divided by 40, gives the daily expectancy, or morbidity rate, $P_t$. The time scale is adjusted to the beginning of the 40-day period before death, and therefore represents tumors at about the time they are first visible, or somewhat before that time.

It will be seen that this function gives essentially a straight line cutting the horizontal axis at the "latent time"; the slope of the line being proportional to dose, and the latent period varying gradually with dose, perhaps as a logarithmic function. The straight lines have been drawn in accordance with an empirical formula:

$$P_t = Kd \left( t - t_s \right)$$

where $(t - t_s)$ represents time after the end of the latent period, and $d$ is proportional to the dose, where the monthly dosage is expressed in $\mu c/g$, and time in days, and $K$ is taken as $1.4 \times 10^{-4}$. The latent period may appear, on inspection, to vary with the logarithm of the dosage, or with an inverse root of the dosage (approximately the square root). The latter function is indicated, quite qualitatively, as a broken line in Figure 1, and shows graphically the impossibility of producing tumors with low dosages in short-lived animals.

It is significant that the accumulated number of tumors at any time after the end of the latent period is a function of $t \times P_t$, and hence of the square of time. In this way, it is seen that the low dosage required to induce radium tumors in man is consistent with the longer period in which tumors
may develop than in experimental animals. One semiquantitative expression of this has been stated (14). The data shown in Figure 2 may be interpreted in this way: that each quantity of absorbed radiation confers on the tissue absorbing it a probability of tumor formation which is without limit in time, once the latent period is passed; thus the daily tumor morbidity will constantly increase as long as further irradiation occurs.

I am indebted to Dr. R. D. Evans (31) for pointing out that the data shown here are also consistent with a Gaussian distribution of tumors around an optimal time after treatment, where the parameters are specified functions of dose. It would be virtually impossible to distinguish between these two expressions with such experimental data as can be obtained by the techniques used here.

When a single injection of Sr\(^{89}\) is given, we
might expect to see a somewhat simpler function. That this is not the case appears from Figure 3. Here we again see a sharply defined latent period, followed by an increase in tumor morbidity. These data also indicate that the subsequent morbidity is, within the limitations imposed by survival, relatively without limit in time after the latent period is passed.

Further data regarding the pattern of tumor formation in mice and in other species will be published in the future, when the pathologic data are complete. The preliminary results suggest that (1) in rats and mice, the tumor incidence following radium administration gives a ratio of effectiveness of radium: strontium of about 10:1 on a millicurie basis; and (2) that the response to bone-seeking radioelements as regards latent period and tumor incidence per animal is comparable as between rats, mice, and rabbits, and is certainly no greater in dogs.

DISCUSSION

Such data as have been obtained from a variety of sources still fail to answer a number of questions which must be understood before it will be possible to make direct application of experimental data to man, especially in the tolerance range.

In the first place, the question whether there is a true threshold for carcinogenic effects appears to be entirely unanswered. The scantiness of human data on the one hand, and the short life-span of animals on the other, makes it impossible to say what effects might be seen in a large human population after a long period of time. The human experience has been reviewed by Evans (32) in some detail, and the author concludes that total dosages of 1000 to 10,000 rep for alpha radiation have been required to induce an incidence of 10 per cent tumors after 15 years. The X-ray data previously cited (11) and the bulk of animal data involving absorbed isotopes leave the impression that the lowest amount of X-radiation or beta radiation which has been clearly shown responsible for carcinogenesis (excepting mouse lymphoma) may be of the same order. It cannot be said whether underlying visible tissue changes are necessary to radiation carcinogenesis, or whether it is a statistical event that may (with a very low probability) occur whenever a cell lies in the path of ionization.

Secondly, the relation between life-span of a given species and the latent period before tumor formation requires study. In the matter of chemical carcinogenesis, it appears that the period of latency for the dog and man is longer than in the rodents. We are not aware that such a relationship has clearly been shown for radiation-induced neoplasia under controlled conditions.

Finally, the concept of the origin of malignant disease (whether a stray statistical event taking place in a single cell, or a systemic change) has considerable bearing on the relation between human and experimental results. The former concept is consistent with the observed distribution of tumors within a group of animals, since multiple primary bone tumors do not appear to occur with undue frequency. Assuming that cancer is a disease arising in a single cell, and that all the cells of a tissue are more or less equally susceptible to the change, it can be seen that even under a strong stimulus the carcinogenic event has a numerical rarity comparable to the incidence of genetic mutations. In that event, man might be expected by virtue of mass and cell number to have a susceptibility to tumor formation on the order of 1,000 times that of the mouse. It will be obvious that this is not the case, and that if it were, the survival of the larger species would be impossible. Thus the extrapolation of the carcinogenic effects of radiation from rodents to man involves unknown variables in several parameters, and poses some of the basic problems in cancer biology.

SUMMARY

The effects of large dosages of radioisotopes resemble to a marked extent those of total-body radiation, with modifications dependent on tissue distribution. Permissible exposure levels are determined by the late or chronic radiation changes, of which malignant changes have quite properly attracted major attention.

There is no evidence to indicate that radiation dosages to tissue corresponding to established "permissible" external dosages (0.3 - 0.6 rep/week) will result in an increased incidence of malignant disease detectable in a population of moderate size. In making such calculations, it is necessary to estimate maximum local tissue dosage, rather than the mean value for an organ or structure, and to make use of factors recognizing the greater effectiveness of ionization in areas
where it is dense (e.g., alpha-particle ionization).

The suggestion is made that a more conservative figure is desirable where a large population may be affected, and the basis for using larger dosages in clinical investigation, diagnosis, and therapy is discussed.

Bone tumor induction by Sr\(^{89}\) has been studied extensively in mice. The data are consistent with the view that each given quantity of radiation to bone conveys a given probability of bone tumor formation which may occur at any time following a "latent period." The latent period increases gradually with the dosage. It is not known at present whether a threshold exists for such effects.
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